
Agenda Item No. 2 
City of Durham 

 
At a Meeting of the STANDARDS COMMITTEE held in the Town Hall, Durham, on 
Thursday, 24th April, 2008, at 5.30 p.m. 
 

Present:  Mrs T Naples (in the Chair) 
and Councillors  Moderate and Simpson  (City Council Members)  

and Councillor J.S. Anderson and Mrs P Hudson (Parish Council Member)  
 
 
617. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
 
Apologies for absence were received from Mr Ingleby, Mr Hollingworth, Councillor Holland 
and Councillor Thompson. 
 
618. MINUTES 
 
The Minutes of the Meetings held on 5th March, 2008, and 11th March, 2008, were confirmed 
as a correct record and signed by the Chairman. 
 
619. DECLARATIONS OF MEMBERS INTERESTS 
 
There were no declarations received. 
 
 Report of Monitoring Officer 
 
620. COMPLAINTS TO THE STANDARDS BOARD FOR ENGLAND  
 
(a) SBE 21393.08 
 

Details of the above complaint had been set out. 
 
Resolved:  That the report be noted. 
 
(b) SBE 21450.08 
 

Details of the above complaint had been set out. 
 
Resolved:  That the report be noted. 
 
(c) SBE 21260.08 
 

Details of the above complaint had been set out. 
 
Resolved:  That the report be noted. 
 
(d) SBE 21711.08 
 

Details of the above complaint had been set out. 
 
Resolved:  That the report be noted. 
 
(e) SBE 21712.08 
 

Details of the above complaint had been set out. 
 
Resolved:  That the report be noted. 
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621. SEVENTH ANNUAL ASSEMBLY OF STANDARDS COMMITTEE 
 
The Annual Conference for Standards would take place on the 13th and 14th October, 2008, 
in Birmingham. 
 
In view of the fact that the Standards Committee of City of Durham Council would be 
abolished on 1st April, 2009, consideration was given as to whether attendance at this 
conference by either Members or the Monitoring Officer could be justified. 
 
Resolved:  That an officer and a Member attend the event, with Mrs Naples being the 
Member unless Members absent from the meeting express a desire for a different Member 
to attend. 
 
622. LOCAL ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE 
 
The regulation giving effect to the requirement for the Standards Committee to determine 
complaints at a local level had now been laid by Parliament.  They would take effect from 8th 
May, 2008.  The guidance however had not yet been published and accordingly, it was 
recommended that the meeting scheduled for 7th May, 2008, be cancelled, with a report to 
be brought to the next meeting on 22nd May, 2008, as to the operation of the local 
assessment procedure. 
 
Resolved:  That the meeting scheduled to be held on 7th May, 2008, be cancelled. 
 
623. CORRESPONDENCE 
  
(a)   Letter from Councillor Morland of West Rainton & Leamside Parish Council  
 

Councillor Morland had contacted the Monitoring Officer to express his concern as to 
the recommendations made by the Standards Committee on 5th March, 2008.   He 
was particularly concerned that the Standards Committee appeared to have made 
judgments and criticisms of the Parish Council without hearing from the Parish 
Council itself.   
 
The Standards Committee regretted that Councillor Morland had formed this view 
and confirmed that their recommendation for training was something which was 
routinely made when a hearing took place, regardless of the outcome, with a view to 
the council concerned working together more effectively in the future.    

 
Resolved:  That the Monitoring Officer write to Councillor Morland to express their regret at 
his interpretation of the recommendation and confirm that the aim of the recommendation 
was to try to help the parish council work together more effectively in future. No criticism of 
the Parish Council was intended.    
 
(b)   Letter from Mrs E Briggs, Clerk to West Rainton & Leamside Parish Council 
 

Correspondence was received from Mrs Briggs following the apology which had been 
provided to her by Councillors Clark and Fawcett of West Rainton & Leamside Parish 
Council as a consequence of the hearing of the Standards Committee on 5th March, 
2008.  Mrs Briggs was concerned that the Councillors delivered a joint letter offering 
their apologies whilst making no reference to the conduct for which they were 
apologising.  
 
The Monitoring Officer reported that, as the Standards Committee had not laid down 
precise requirements as to the content and manner of the apology, it was not 
appropriate to take any further action in this matter, however it would be appropriate 
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for future hearings where an apology was being required, for the Standards 
Committee to set out precisely the form and content of such an apology to ensure 
that such a situation did not arise in the future. 
 

Resolved:  That where the Standards Committee are requiring an apology following a 
hearing, the Committee set out precisely the form and content of an acceptable apology.  
 
624. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
 
Councillor Moderate confirmed that, due to the increased likelihood of day time meetings, he 
was standing down from the Committee and would be replaced by Councillor Lodge with 
immediate effect.   The Committee wished to offer it’s full thanks to Councillor Moderate for 
his long service on the Committee and wished him all the best for the future.  
 
 

 The meeting terminated at 6.15 p.m. 
 
 
 
 
 

Chairman
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Agenda Item No. 4 

CITY OF DURHAM 
 

STANDARDS COMMITTEE 
22 May 2008 

 
REPORT OF MONITORING OFFICER 

 
1. Complaints to the Standards Board for England  
 
 (i) SBE 20308.07 
 

The Standards Committee had reported Councillor Kellett to the Standards Board for 
England following a local investigation into the conduct of another member of the Council, 
in the course of which various witness statements commented on the conduct of Councillor 
Kellett.  It was alleged that Councillor Kellett had failed to treat another councillor with 
respect and that his conduct amounted to bullying.  The Investigating Officer has concluded 
that while Councillor Kellett made remarks which might be considered provocative, his 
conduct was not so serious that it amounted to a failure to comply with Paragraph 2(b) of 
the council’s Code of Conduct.  The Investigating Officer also concluded that Councillor 
Kellett did not fail to comply with Paragraph 4 of Code of Conduct.  Accordingly, the 
Investigating Officer concluded that no further action needed to be taken. 
 
Recommended:  That the report be noted. 

 
2. Local Assessment Procedure 
 

The Standards Committee (England) Regulations 2008 were laid before Parliament on the 
17 April 2008.  They came into force on 8 May 2008.  As a consequence, from 8 May 2008, 
the Standards Committee of the City of Durham Council has responsibility for determining 
complaints in respect of breaches of the Code of Conduct for elected members.  A copy of 
the guidance issued by the Standards Board for England is attached for Members’ 
information.  
 
Members will recall that it has already been agreed by the Standards Committee that there 
will two sub-committees formed to deal with matters in accordance with the local 
assessment procedure.  This is to ensure that Members are available to deal with any 
review of a decision in accordance with the local assessment procedure.  It is proposed that 
the two teams are as set out below:- 
 
A. Mr Ingleby    B. Mrs Naples 
 Councillor Anderson    Mr Hollingworth 
 Councillor Lodge    Councillor Hudson 
 Councillor Holland     Councillor Simpson 
       Councillor Thompson 
 
Subject to the volume of complaints received, it is anticipated that Members will only be 
required to attend the day time meeting every other month (unless a review is scheduled).  
Members will however all still be required to attend the monthly evening meetings. 
 
It is the Monitoring Officer’s intention to produce guidance specific to the City of Durham 
Standards Committee based upon the guidance issued by the Standards Board for 
England.  If possible, this will be circulated at the meeting. 
 
Recommended:  That the report be noted. 

 
3- Bulletin 38 

 
Attached for information  
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introduction
This guidance is designed to help members and officers in relevant
authorities who are involved in the assessment of complaints that a
member may have breached the Code of Conduct. 

It details each stage of the assessment of complaints and offers
suggestions for effective practice. In addition, it provides a toolkit of useful
document templates that may be used or adapted by authorities as
required. 

The guide is aimed primarily at members of standards committees and
monitoring officers, but will also provide a useful reference tool for all
members and officers involved in the assessment of complaints. 

It applies to:

� district, unitary, metropolitan, county and London borough councils
� English police authorities
� fire and rescue authorities (including fire and civil defence authorities)
� the London Fire and Emergency Planning Authority
� passenger transport authorities
� the Broads Authority 
� national park authorities
� the Greater London Authority
� the Common Council of the City of London
� the Council of the Isles of Scilly

Each authority must develop effective procedures to fulfil its legislative
requirements. Members and officers involved in the assessment of
complaints must take this guidance into account when doing so. 

You can contact the Standards Board for England on 0845 078 8181 or email
enquiries@standardsboard.gov.uk
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introduction
Regulations

The Standards Board for England has
issued this guidance to reflect the
Standards Committee (England)
Regulations 2008 (the regulations) in
respect of the local assessment of
complaints. These regulations derive from
the Local Government Act 2000, as
amended by the Local Government and
Public Involvement in Health Act 2007. 

The regulations set out the framework for
the operation of a locally based system for
the assessment, referral, investigation and
hearing of complaints of member
misconduct. Under the regulations,
standards committees must take this
guidance into account.

The regulations do not cover joint working
between authorities. The government
plans to issue more regulations to provide
a framework for authorities to work jointly
on the assessment, referral, investigation
and hearing of complaints of misconduct
by their members.

Background

More than 100,000 people give their time
as members of authorities. The majority do
so with the very best motives, and they
conduct themselves in a way that is beyond
reproach. However, public perception tends
to focus on a minority who in some way
abuse their positions or behave badly. 

Anyone who considers that a member may
have breached the Code of Conduct may
make a complaint to that member’s local

standards committee. Each complaint
must then be assessed to see if it falls
within the authority’s legal jurisdiction. A
decision must then be made on whether
some action should be taken, either as an
investigation or some other form of action. 

When a matter is referred for investigation
or other action, it does not mean that the
committee assessing the complaint has
made up its mind about the allegation. It
simply means that the committee believes
the alleged conduct, if proven, may
amount to a failure to comply with the
Code and that some action should be
taken in response to the complaint. 

The process for dealing with matters at a
local level should be the same for all
members. It must be fair and be seen to
be fair. 

Responsibilities

The assessment of complaints that a
member may have breached the Code of
Conduct is a new function for standards
committees. It was previously undertaken
centrally by the Standards Board for
England. 

Where a member is the subject of an
allegation, we shall refer to that member
as a subject member.

We shall use the term independent
member to describe a person – not a
member or officer of that or any other
relevant authority – who is appointed to an
authority’s standards committee.
Independent members work with the
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introduction
authority to develop and maintain
standards of conduct for members and are
appointed under Section 53 of the Local
Government Act 2000 and Regulation 5 of
the regulations. At least 25% of the
members of a standards committee must
be independent members.

In order to carry out its functions efficiently
and effectively, the standards committee
must establish sub-committees. Creating
sub-committees will allow the separate
functions involved in the handling of cases
to be carried out without conflicts of
interest. These functions are: 

� the initial assessment of a complaint
received by the standards committee

� any request a standards committee
receives from a complainant to review
its decision to take no action in
relation to a complaint

� any subsequent hearing of a
standards committee to determine
whether a member has breached the
Code and, where appropriate, to
impose a sanction on a member

The standards committee must establish a
sub-committee which is responsible for
assessing complaints that a member may
have breached the Code. We shall refer to
this as the assessment sub -committee. 

The assessment sub-committee will need
to consist of no less than three members
of the standards committee, including an
independent member. They must also be
chaired by an independent member.

A complainant may make a request for a
review of a standards committee’s decision
where it decides to take no further action
on a complaint. The standards committee
must establish a sub-committee which is
responsible for carrying out these reviews.
We shall refer to this as the review
sub-committee. 

This committee will also need to consist of
no less than three members of the
standards committee, including an
independent member. They must also be
chaired by an independent member.

There should be a minimum of three
independent members on the standards
committee to ensure that there is an
independent member available without a
conflict of interest for both the assessment
and review sub-committees. 

The standards committee can then
effectively carry out these statutory
functions, allowing for the situation of one
independent member of the standards
committee being absent or unavailable. 

If the authority is responsible for any
parish or town councils there should also
be a minimum of three parish or town
council representatives on the standards
committee. This will ensure that there is a
parish or town council representative
available without a conflict of interest for
both the assessment and review
sub-committees when a complaint is
considered about a member of a parish or
town council.
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introduction
The assessment and review
sub-committees are not required to have
fixed membership or a fixed chair.

Standards committee members who have
been involved in decision making on the
initial assessment of a complaint must not
take part in the review of that decision.
This is to minimise the risk of conflicts of
interest and ensure fairness for all parties.

Standards committee members involved in
a complaint’s initial assessment, or in a
review of a standards committee’s
previous decision to take no further action,
can take part in any subsequent standards
committee hearing.

The purpose of the initial assessment
decision or review is simply to decide
whether any action should be taken on the
complaint – either as an investigation or
some other action. The assessment and
review sub-committees make no findings
of fact. Therefore, a member involved at
the initial stage or the review stage may
participate in a subsequent hearing,
because a conflict of interest does not
automatically arise. 
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pre-assessment   
Publicising the complaints system

Each authority is required to publish a
notice detailing where Code of Conduct
complaints should be sent to. This is to
ensure that members of the public are
aware of the change of responsibility for
handling Code complaints and what the
process entails. If an authority is
responsible for parish and town councils,
the notice should make this clear.

The complaints system may be publicised
through:

� an authority’s website
� advertising in one or more local

newspapers
� an authority’s own newspaper or

circular
� notices in public areas such as local

libraries or authority reception areas 

It is important that the public notice
reaches as many people as possible so
that members of the public know how to
complain if necessary. 

The standards committee must also
continue to publicise regularly the address
that misconduct complaints should be sent
to. In addition, the standards committee
needs to alert the public to any changes in
such arrangements.  

Authorities need to think carefully about
how publicity for their complaints system is
worded. This is to ensure that members of
the public are clear about how to complain,
who to complain to, and if there may be an
alternative to a formal complaint to the
standards committee. 

Authorities should also consider whether
their constitution requires an amendment
to reflect the introduction of the local
assessment of complaints. The
constitution should make it clear that the
citizen's right is to complain to the local
standards committee and not to the
Standards Board for England. 

The standards committee must publish, in
whatever manner it considers appropriate,
details of the procedures it will follow in
relation to any written allegation received
about a member. 

The submission of complaints and
accessibility

There are two main ways in which
authorities can set up procedures for the
submission of complaints that a member
may have breached the Code of Conduct:

� Authorities may choose to integrate the
making of Code complaints into the
existing complaints framework. This
will mean that when a complaint is
received, it can be analysed to decide
which of the complaints processes is
most appropriate. The authority can
then advise the complainant
accordingly.

� Authorities may choose to develop a
separate process for Code complaints
so the process for such complaints is
distinct from all other complaints.

When deciding which option is most
appropriate, authorities should consider
that some complainants will not know
where to direct their complaint. 
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pre-assessment          
Some complaints may also need to be
considered through more than one of an
authority’s complaint processes. 

Officers dealing with incoming complaints
will need to be alert to a complaint that a
member may have breached the Code. If a
written complaint specifies or appears to
specify that it is in relation to the Code,
then it should be passed to the
assessment sub-committee for
consideration. 

Where an authority is responsible for
parish and town councils, it should make
this clear. It should also consider whether
a separate complaint form or section of a
complaint form should be used.  

Where an existing complaint system is
used, complaint forms may need to be
amended to take into account complaints
under the Code. Alternatively, authorities
that choose to develop a separate system
for the submission of Code complaints
may produce a separate complaint form
for this.

Without using a separate complaint form,
authorities may find it sufficient to give
clear guidelines as to the information that
complainants need to provide. 

This should include:

� the complainant’s name, address and
other contact details

� complainant status, for example,
member of the public, fellow member or
officer

� who the complaint is about and the
authority or authorities that the
member belongs to

� details of the alleged misconduct
including, where possible, dates,
witness details and other supporting
information

� equality monitoring data if applicable,
for example nationality of the
complainant

� a warning that the complainant’s
identity will normally be disclosed to
the subject member. Note: in
exceptional circumstances, if it meets
relevant criteria and at the discretion of
the standards committee, this
information may be withheld.

Complaints must be submitted in writing.
This includes fax and electronic
submissions. However, the requirement for
complaints to be submitted in writing must
be read in conjunction with the Disability
Discrimination Act 2000 and the
requirement to make reasonable
adjustments. 

An example of this would be in assisting a
complainant who has a disability that
prevents them from making their complaint
in writing. In such cases, authorities may
need to transcribe a verbal complaint and
then produce a written copy for approval
by the complainant or the complainant’s
representative.

Authorities should also consider what
support should be made available to
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pre-assessment   
complainants where English is not the
complainant’s first language. 

When a complaint is addressed to the
authority’s monitoring officer, the
monitoring officer should determine
whether the complaint should be directed
to the assessment sub-committee or
whether another course of action is
appropriate. If the complaint is clearly not
about member conduct, then the
monitoring officer does not have to pass it
to the assessment sub-committee. 

A complaint may not necessarily be made
in writing, for example it may be a concern
raised with the monitoring officer verbally.
In such cases, the monitoring officer should
ask the complainant whether they want to
formally put the matter in writing to the
standards committee. If the complainant
does not, then the monitoring officer should
consider the options for informal resolution
to satisfy the complainant. 

Acknowledging receipt of a complaint

The monitoring officer has the discretion to
take the administrative step of
acknowledging receipt of a complaint and
telling the subject member that a complaint
has been made about them. When
considering whether to do so, they should
bear in mind the standards committee’s
procedures with regard to withholding
summaries. Please see the section on
Notification requirements on page 18 for
further information.

The notification can say that a complaint
has been made, and state the name of the

complainant (unless the complainant has
requested confidentiality and the
standards committee has not yet
considered whether or not to grant it) and
the relevant paragraphs of the Code of
Conduct that may have been breached. It
should also state that a written summary of
the allegation will only be provided to the
subject member once the assessment
sub-committee has met to consider the
complaint, and the date of this meeting, 
if known.

If a monitoring officer chooses to tell a
subject member, the monitoring officer will
need to be satisfied that they have the
legal power to disclose the information
they choose to reveal. In particular, the
monitoring officer will need to consider any
of the restrictions set out in Section 63 of
the Local Government Act 2000 and as
modified by Regulation 12 of the
regulations. These are the provisions
which deal with restrictions on disclosure
of information. Additionally, the impact of
the Data Protection Act 1998 should be
considered. 

Only the standards committee has the
power, under Section 57C(2) of the Local
Government Act 2000, as amended, to
give a written summary of the allegation to
a subject member.

The administrative processes that the
authority adopts should be agreed with the
standards committee as part of the
processes and procedures that they must
publish.
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pre-assessment          
Pre-assessment reports and enquiries 

Authorities may decide that they want the
monitoring officer, or other officer, to
prepare a short summary of a complaint
for the assessment sub-committee to
consider. This could, for example, set out
the following details:

� whether the complaint is within
jurisdiction

� the paragraphs of the Code of Conduct
the complaint might relate to, or the
paragraphs the complainant has
identified

� a summary of key aspects of the
complaint if it is lengthy or complex

� any further information that the officer
has obtained to assist the assessment
sub -committee with its decision – this
may include:

a) obtaining a copy of a declaration
of acceptance of office form and
an undertaking to observe the
Code

b) minutes of meetings
c) a copy of a member’s entry in

the register of interests
d) information from Companies

House or the Land Registry 
e) other easily obtainable

documents 

Officers may also contact complainants for
clarification of their complaint if they are
unable to understand the document
submitted.

Pre-assessment enquiries should not be
carried out in such a way as to amount to
an investigation. For example, they should
not extend to interviewing potential
witnesses, the complainant, or the subject
member. 

Officers should not seek opinions on an
allegation rather than factual information
as this may prejudice any subsequent
investigation. They should also ensure
their report does not influence improperly
the assessment sub-committee’s decision
or make the decision for it. 
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assessment   
Initial tests

Before assessment of a complaint begins,
the assessment sub-committee should be
satisfied that the complaint meets the
following tests: 

� it is a complaint against one or more
named members of the authority or an
authority covered by the standards
committee 

� the named member was in office at the
time of the alleged conduct and the
Code of Conduct was in force at the
time

� the complaint, if proven, would be a
breach of the Code under which the
member was operating at the time of
the alleged misconduct

If the complaint fails one or more of these
tests it cannot be investigated as a breach
of the Code, and the complainant must be
informed that no further action will be
taken in respect of the complaint.

Developing assessment criteria

The standards committee or its
assessment sub-committee will need to
develop criteria against which it assesses
new complaints and decides what action, if
any, to take. These criteria should reflect
local circumstances and priorities and be
simple, clear and open. They should
ensure fairness for both the complainant
and the subject member. 

Assessing all new complaints by
established criteria will also protect the
committee members from accusations of
bias. Assessment criteria can be reviewed
and amended as necessary but this should
not be done during consideration of
a matter. 

In drawing up assessment criteria,
standards committees should bear in mind
the importance of ensuring that
complainants are confident that complaints
about member conduct are taken seriously
and dealt with appropriately. They should
also consider that deciding to investigate a
complaint or to take other action will cost
both public money and the officers’ and
elected members’ time. This is an
important consideration where the matter
is relatively minor.

Authorities need to take into account the
public benefit in investigating complaints
which are less serious, politically
motivated, malicious or vexatious.
Assessment criteria should be adopted
which take this into account so that
authorities can be seen to be treating all
complaints in a fair and balanced way. 

To assist in developing the criteria for
accepting a complaint or for deciding to
take no further action on it, a standards
committee or assessment sub-committee
may want to ask itself the following
questions and consider the following
response statements. These will provide a
good foundation for developing
assessment criteria in the context of local
knowledge and experience:
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assessment          
Q: Has the complainant submitted

enough information to satisfy the
assessment sub-committee that the
complaint should be referred for
investigation or other action?

If the answer is no: “The information
provided was insufficient to make a
decision as to whether the complaint
should be referred for investigation or
other action. So unless, or until, further
information is received, the assessment
sub-committee is taking no further action
on this complaint.”

Q: Is the complaint about someone
who is no longer a member of the
authority, but is a member of
another authority? If so, does the
assessment sub-committee wish to
refer the complaint to the monitoring
officer of that other authority?

If the answer is yes: “Where the member
is no longer a member of our authority but
is a member of another authority, the
complaint will be referred to the standards
committee of that authority to consider.” 

Q: Has the complaint already been the
subject of an investigation or other
action relating to the Code of
Conduct? Similarly, has the
complaint been the subject of an
investigation by other regulatory
authorities? 

If the answer is yes: “The matter of
complaint has already been subject to a

previous investigation or other action and
there is nothing more to be gained by
further action being taken.” 

Q: Is the complaint about something
that happened so long ago that
there would be little benefit in taking
action now?

If the answer is yes: “The period of time
that has passed since the alleged conduct
occurred was taken into account when
deciding whether this matter should be
referred for investigation or further action.
It was decided under the circumstances
that further action was not warranted.”

Q: Is the complaint too trivial to
warrant further action?

If the answer is yes: “The matter is not
considered to be sufficiently serious to
warrant further action.”

Q: Does the complaint appear to be
simply malicious, politically
motivated or tit-for-tat? 

If the answer is yes: “The matter appears
to be simply malicious, politically motivated
or tit-for-tat, and not sufficiently serious,
and it was decided that further action was
not warranted”. 

The assessment criteria that the standards
committee adopts should be made publicly
available.
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decision
Initial assessment decisions

The assessment sub-committee should
complete its initial assessment of an
allegation within an average of 20 working
days, to reach a decision on what should
happen with the complaint.

The assessment sub-committee is
required to reach one of the three following
decisions on a complaint about a
member’s actions in relation to the Code 
of Conduct:

� referral of the complaint to the
monitoring officer of the authority
concerned, which under section 57A(3)
of the Local Government Act 2000, as
amended, may be another authority

� referral of the complaint to the
Standards Board for England

� no action should be taken in respect of
the complaint

New rules have been made about what the
assessment sub-committee must do when
a decision has been made. Please see the
section on Access to meetings and
decision making on page 22 for further
information. 

The time that the assessment
sub-committee takes to carry out its initial
assessment of a complaint is key in terms
of being fair to the complainant and the
subject member. It is also in the public
interest to make a timely decision within an
average of 20 working days. The
assessment sub-committee should

therefore aim to achieve this target
wherever possible.

Referral for local investigation 

When the assessment sub-committee
considers a new complaint, it can decide
that it should be referred to the monitoring
officer for investigation. 

The monitoring officer must write to the
relevant parties informing them of the
decision and, if appropriate, advising who
will be responsible for conducting the
investigation. Please see the section on
Notification requirements on page 18 for
further information.

Referral to the Standards Board for
England

In most cases, authorities will be able to
deal with the investigation of complaints
concerning members of their authorities
and, where relevant, the parish and town
councils they are responsible for.
However, there will sometimes be issues
in a case, or public interest considerations,
which make it difficult for the authority to
deal with the case fairly and speedily. In
such cases, the assessment
sub-committee may wish to refer a
complaint to the Standards Board to be
investigated by an ethical 
standards officer.

If the assessment sub-committee believes
that a complaint should be investigated by
the Standards Board, it must take
immediate steps to refer the matter.
It would be helpful if the assessment
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sub-committee let us know the paragraph
or paragraphs of the Code of Conduct that
it believes the allegation refers to and the
reasons why it cannot be dealt with locally. 

We may accept cases for investigation by
an ethical standards officer, take no action,
or refer cases back to the standards
committee which referred them. When
deciding which of these actions to take, we
will be principally concerned with supporting
the ethical framework nationally and locally.

We will take the following matters into
account in deciding which cases we
should accept in the public interest:

� Does the standards committee believe
that the status of the member or
members, or the number of members
about whom the complaint is made,
would make it difficult for them to deal
with the complaint? For example, is the
member a group leader, elected mayor
or a member of the authority’s cabinet
or standards committee?

� Does the standards committee believe
that the status of the complainant or
complainants would make it difficult for
the standards committee to deal with
the complaint? For example, is the
complainant a group leader, elected
mayor or a member of the authority’s
cabinet or standards committee, the
chief executive, the monitoring officer
or other senior officer?

� Does the standards committee believe
that there is a potential conflict of
interest of so many members of the

standards committee that it could not
properly monitor the investigation?

� Does the standards committee believe
that there is a potential conflict of
interest of the monitoring officer or
other officers and that suitable
alternative arrangements cannot be
put in place to address the conflict?

� Is the case so serious or complex, or
involving so many members, that it
cannot be handled locally?

� Will the complaint require substantial
amounts of evidence beyond that
available from the authority’s
documents, its members or officers?

� Is there substantial governance
dysfunction in the authority or its
standards committee?

� Does the complaint relate to long-term
or systemic member/officer bullying
which could be more effectively
investigated by someone outside the
authority?

� Does the complaint raise significant or
unresolved legal issues on which a
national ruling would be helpful?

� Might the public perceive the authority
to have an interest in the outcome of a
case? For example if the authority
could be liable to be judicially reviewed
if the complaint is upheld.

� Are there exceptional circumstances
which would prevent the authority or its
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standards committee investigating the
complaint competently, fairly and in a
reasonable period of time, or meaning
that it would be unreasonable for local
provision to be made for an
investigation?

We will normally inform the monitoring
officer within ten working days whether we
will accept a case or whether we will refer
it back to the standards committee, with
reasons for doing so. There is no appeal
mechanism against our decision.

Referral back to a standards committee
from the Standards Board for England

If we decline to investigate a complaint
referred to us, we will normally send it
back to the authority’s standards
committee with the reasons why. The
standards committee must then decide
what action should be taken next.

The assessment sub-committee must
again take an assessment decision and
should complete this within an average of
20 working days.

This may be a decision not to take any
further action, to refer the matter for local
investigation, or to refer the matter for
some other form of action. As the
assessment sub-committee initially
decided that the matter was serious
enough to be referred to the Standards
Board for investigation, it is likely that it will
still think that it should be investigated.

However, if the circumstances of the
complaint have changed since the

assessment sub-committee’s original
decision, it may be reasonable to take a
different decision. This decision will again
need to be communicated to relevant
parties in the same way as the original
decision was. Please see the section on
Notification requirements on page 18 for
further information. 

If we decline to investigate a case referred
to us, we may, in the circumstances, offer
guidance or give a direction to the
standards committee, which may assist
with the standards committee’s decision. 

In exceptional circumstances, we may
decide to take no further action on a
complaint referred to us by a standards
committee. This is likely to be where
circumstances have changed so much that
there would be little benefit arising from
investigation or other action, or because
we do not consider that the complaint
discloses a breach of the Code of Conduct. 

Referral for other action

When the assessment sub-committee
considers a new complaint, it can decide
that other action to an investigation should
be taken and it can refer the matter to the
monitoring officer to carry this out. It may
not always be in the interests of good
governance to undertake or complete an
investigation into an allegation of
misconduct. The assessment
sub-committee must consult its monitoring
officer before reaching a decision to take
other action.
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The suitability of other action is dependent
on the nature of the complaint. Certain
complaints that a member has breached
the Code of Conduct will lend themselves
to being resolved in this way. They can
also indicate a wider problem at the
authority concerned. Deciding to deal
pro-actively with a matter in a positive way
that does not involve an investigation can
be a good way to resolve matters that are
less serious. Other action can be the
simplest and most cost effective way of
getting the matter resolved, helping the
authority to work more effectively, and of
avoiding similar complaints in the future.

The assessment sub-committee can
choose this option in response to an
individual complaint or a series of
complaints. The action decided upon does
not have to be limited to the subject
member or members. In some cases, it
may be less costly to choose to deal with a
matter in this way rather than through an
investigation, and it may produce a more
effective result. 

It is not possible to set out all the
circumstances where other action may be
appropriate, but an example is where the
authority to which the subject member
belongs appears to have a poor
understanding of the Code and authority
procedures. Evidence for this may include: 

� a number of members failing to comply
with the same paragraph of the Code

� officers giving incorrect advice
� failure to adopt the Code
� inadequate or incomplete protocols for

use of authority resources

Other action may also be appropriate
where a breakdown in relationships within
the authority is apparent, evidence of
which may include: 

a) a pattern of allegations of
disrespect, bullying or harassment

b) factionalised groupings within the
authority 

c) a series of ‘tit-for-tat’ allegations
d) ongoing employment issues, which

may include resolved or ongoing
employment tribunals, or grievance
procedures

The assessment sub-committee is
encouraged to consider other action on a
practical basis, taking into account the
needs of their own authority and of the
parish and town councils which they serve.
Everyone involved in the process will need
to understand that the purpose of other
action is not to find out whether the
member breached the Code – the decision
is made as an alternative to investigation. 
If the monitoring officer embarks on a
course of other action, they should
emphasise to the parties concerned that
no conclusion has been reached on
whether the subject member failed to
comply with the Code.

Complaints that have been referred to the
monitoring officer for other action should
not then be referred back to the standards
committee if the other action is perceived
to have failed. This is unfair to the subject
member, and a case may be jeopardised if
it has been discussed as part of a
mediation process. There is also a
difficulty with defining ‘failure’ in terms of
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the other action undertaken. The decision
to take other action closes the opportunity
to investigate and the assessment
sub-committee should communicate this
clearly to all parties.

Standards committees may find it helpful
to introduce a requirement for the parties
involved to confirm in writing that they will
co-operate with the process of other action
proposed. An example of this would be
writing to the relevant parties outlining:

� what is being proposed 
� why it is being proposed
� why they should co-operate
� what the standards committee hopes

to achieve

However authorities choose to take this
forward, the important thing is that all
parties are clear about what is, and what is
not, going to happen in response to the
complaint. 

The following are some examples of
alternatives to investigation: 

� arranging for the subject member to
attend a training course

� arranging for that member and the
complainant to engage in a process of
conciliation

� instituting changes to the procedures
of the authority if they have given rise
to the complaint

Standards committees may find that
resolving a matter in this way is relatively

quick and straightforward compared to a
full investigation. 

Decision to take no action 

The assessment sub-committee can
decide that no action is required in respect
of a complaint. For example, this could be
because the assessment sub-committee
does not consider the complaint to be
sufficiently serious to warrant any action.
Alternatively, it could be due to the length
of time that has elapsed since the alleged
conduct took place and the complaint was
made. The decision reached by the
assessment sub-committee and the
reasons for it should adhere to the
assessment criteria that the standards
committee or assessment sub-committee
have agreed. 

It is important to underline that where no
potential breach of the Code of Conduct is
disclosed by the complaint, no matter what
its source or whoever the subject member,
no action can be taken by the standards
committee in respect of it. The matter of
referral for investigation or other action
therefore does not arise. 

The complainant should be advised of
their right to ask for a review of a decision
to take no action. They should be told that
they can exercise this right by writing to
the standards committee with their
reasons for requesting a review. The
complainant should be advised of the date
by which their review request should be
received by the standards committee. 
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That date is 30 working days after the
initial assessment decision is received.

Notification requirements – local
assessment decisions

If the assessment sub-committee decides
to take no action over a complaint, then as
soon as possible after making the decision
it must give notice in writing of the decision
and set out clearly the reasons for that
decision. Where no potential breach of the
Code is disclosed, the assessment
sub-committee must explain in the decision
notice what the allegation was and why
they believe this to be the case. This notice
must be given to the relevant parties.

The relevant parties will be the
complainant and the subject member. We
also recommend that the standards
committee gives a copy of the decision
notice to the parish or town clerk if the
subject member is a parish or town
councillor. We also suggest that the
standards committee sends out its decision
notice within five working days of the
decision being made.

If the assessment sub-committee decides
that the complaint should be referred to
the monitoring officer or to the Standards
Board for England, it must send a
summary of the complaint to the relevant
parties. It should state what the allegation
was and what type of referral it made, for
example whether it referred the complaint
to the monitoring officer or to the
Standards Board for investigation. The
decision notice must not explain why a
particular referral decision has been made. 

After it has made its decision, the
assessment sub-committee does not have
to give the subject member a summary of
the complaint, if it decides that doing so
would be against the public interest or
would prejudice any future investigation. 

This could happen where it is considered
likely that the subject member may
intimidate the complainant or the
witnesses involved. It could also happen
where early disclosure of the complaint
may lead to evidence being compromised
or destroyed. The assessment
sub-committee needs to take such
possibilities into account when developing
with its monitoring officer any process that
notifies a member about a complaint made
against them.

The assessment sub-committee should
take advice from the monitoring officer in
deciding whether it is against the public
interest to inform the subject member of
the details of the complaint made against
them. It should also take advice from the
monitoring officer in deciding whether
informing the subject member of the
details of the complaint would prejudice a
person’s ability to investigate it.

The monitoring officer will need to carry
out an assessment of the potential risks to
the investigation. This is to determine
whether the risk of the case being
prejudiced by the subject member being
informed of the details of the complaint at
that stage may outweigh the fairness of
notifying the subject member. An example
of this is allowing the subject member to
preserve any evidence. The monitoring
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officer should then advise the assessment
sub-committee accordingly. 

The assessment sub-committee can use
its discretion to give limited information to
the subject member if it decides this would
not be against the public interest or
prejudice any investigation. Any decision
to withhold the summary must be kept
under review as circumstances change. 
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Reviews of ‘no further action’ decisions

If the assessment sub-committee decides
not to take any action on a complaint, then
the complainant has a right of review over
that decision. 

The review sub-committee must carry out
its review within a maximum of three
months of receiving the request. We
recommend that the review sub-committee
adopts a policy of undertaking the review
within the same timescale as the initial
assessment decision is taken, aiming to
complete the review within an average of
20 working days.

The review must be, and must be seen to
be, independent of the original decision.
Members of the assessment
sub-committee who made the original
decision must not take part in the review of
that decision. A separate review
sub-committee, made up of members of
the standards committee, must consider
the review.

The review sub-committee should apply
the same criteria used for initial
assessment. The review sub-committee
has the same decisions available to it as
the assessment sub-committee. 

There may be cases where further
information is made available in support of
a complaint that changes its nature or
gives rise to a potential new complaint. In
such cases, the review sub-committee
should consider carefully if it is more
appropriate to pass this to the assessment
sub-committee to be handled as a new

complaint. In this instance, the review sub-
committee will still need to make a formal
decision that the review request will not be
granted. 

For example, a review may be more
appropriate if a complainant wishes to
challenge that:

� not enough emphasis has been given
to a particular aspect of the complaint

� there has been a failure to follow any
published criteria

� there has been an error in procedures 

However, if more information or new
information of any significance is available,
and this information is not merely a repeat
complaint, then a new complaint rather
than a request for review may be more
suitable.

Notification requirements – reviews of
local assessment decisions

If the standards committee receives a
review request from the complainant, it
must notify the subject member that it has
received the request. We recommend that
all relevant parties are notified when a
review request is received. 

When the review sub-committee reviews
the assessment sub-committee’s decision
it has the same decisions available to it
that the assessment sub-committee had. It
could be decided that no action should be
taken on the complaint. In this case, the
review sub-committee must, as soon as
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possible after making the decision, give
the complainant and the subject member
notice in writing of both the decision and
the reasons for the decision.

If it is decided that the complaint should be
referred to the monitoring officer or to the
Standards Board for England, the
standards committee should write to the
relevant parties telling them this and letting
them have a summary of the complaint.
The decision notice should not explain why
that particular referral decision has been
made as it might prejudice the
investigation or other action.

We recommend that the review
sub-committee sends out its decision
notice within five working days of the
decision being made.
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Access to meetings and decision
making

Initial assessment decisions, and any
subsequent review of decisions to take no
further action on a complaint, must be
conducted in closed meetings. These are
not subject to the notice and publicity
requirements under Part 5 of the Local
Government Act 1972. 

Such meetings may have to consider
unfounded and potentially damaging
complaints about members, which it would
not be appropriate to make public. As such,
a standards committee undertaking its role
in the assessment or review of a complaint
is not subject to the following rules: 

� rules regarding notices of meetings
� rules on the circulation of agendas and

documents
� rules over public access to meetings
� rules on the validity of proceedings

Instead, Regulation 8 of the regulations
sets out what must be done after the
assessment or review sub-committee has
considered a complaint. The new rules
require a written summary to be produced
which must include: 

� the main points considered
� the conclusions on the complaint
� the reasons for the conclusion

The summary must be written having
regard to this guidance and may give the
name of the subject member unless doing
so is not in the public interest or would
prejudice any subsequent investigation.

The written summary must be made
available for the public to inspect at the
authority’s offices for six years and given
to any parish or town council concerned.
The summary does not have to be
available for inspection or sent to the
parish or town council until the subject
member has been sent the summary. 

In limited situations, a standards
committee can decide not to give the
written summary to the subject member
when a referral decision has been made
and, if this is the case, authorities should
put in place arrangements which deal with
when public inspection and parish or town
council notifications will occur. This will
usually be when the written summary is
eventually given to the subject member
during the investigation process. Please
see the section on Notification
requirements on page 18 for further
information.

Review of a decision to take no further
action on a complaint is not subject to
access to information rules in respect of
local government committees. 

In addition, authorities must have regard to
their requirements under Freedom of
Information and Data Protection legislation.

Withdrawing complaints 

There may be occasions when the
complainant asks to withdraw their
complaint prior to the assessment
sub-committee having made a decision 
on it. 
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In these circumstances, the assessment
sub -committee will need to decide whether
to grant the request. It would be helpful if
the assessment sub -committee had a
framework by which to consider such
requests. The following considerations
may apply:

� Does the public interest in taking some
action on the complaint outweigh the
complainant’s desire to withdraw it? 

� Is the complaint such that action can
be taken on it, for example an
investigation, without the complainant’s
participation? 

� Is there an identifiable underlying
reason for the request to withdraw the
complaint? For example, is there
information to suggest that the
complainant may have been pressured
by the subject member, or an
associate of theirs, to withdraw the
complaint? 

Multiple and vexatious complaints

An authority may receive a number of
complaints from different complainants
about the same matter. Authorities should
have procedures in place to ensure that
they are dealt with in a manner that is a
practical use of time and resources. 

A number of complaints about the same
matter may be considered by the
assessment sub-committee at the same
meeting. If so, an officer should be asked
to present one report and recommendation
that draws together all the relevant

information and highlights any
substantively different or contradictory
information. However, the assessment
sub-committee must still reach a decision
on each individual complaint and follow the
notification procedure for each complaint. 

Unfortunately, a small number of people
abuse the complaints process. Authorities
may want to consider developing a policy
to deal with this. For example, they could
bring it within the scope of any existing
authority policies on vexatious or persistent
complainants, or take action to limit an
individual’s contact with the authority.

However, standards committees must
consider every new complaint that they
receive in relation to the Code of Conduct.
If the standards committee has already
dealt with the same complaint by the same
person and the monitoring officer does not
believe that there is any new evidence,
then a complaint does not need to be
considered. 

A person may make frequent allegations
about members, most of which may not
have any substance. Despite this, new
allegations must still be considered as they
may contain a complaint that requires
some action to be taken.

Even where restrictions are placed on an
individual’s contact with the authority, they
cannot be prevented from submitting a
complaint. 

Vexatious or persistent complaints or
complainants can usually be identified
through the following patterns of
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behaviour, which may become apparent in
the complaints process:

� repeated complaints making the same,
or broadly similar, complaints against
the same member or members about
the same alleged incident

� use of aggressive or repetitive
language of an obsessive nature

� repeated complaints that disclose no
potential breach of the Code

� where it seems clear that there is an
ulterior motive for a complaint or
complaints

� where a complainant refuses to let the
matter rest once the complaints
process (including the review stage)
has been exhausted

There are ways that authorities can reduce
the resources expended. For example,
they can allow a vexatious complainant to
deal with only one named officer or refuse
email communication. Authorities can also
include a statement in their referrals
criteria that malicious or tit-for-tat
complaints are unlikely to be investigated
unless they also raise serious matters.
This will allow authorities to decide not to
investigate or take other action on such
complaints if appropriate.

Case history

Authorities should consider developing a
complaints management system. Records
of all complaints and their outcomes

should be retained in line with the
authority’s records management policy.
This policy may need to be amended to
reflect the authority’s new responsibilities
in the local assessment of complaints. 

Documents that relate to complaints that
the assessment sub-committee decided
not to investigate should be kept for a
minimum of 12 months after the outcome
of any review that has been concluded.
This is in case of legal challenges, and
also in order to meet the Standards Board
for England’s monitoring requirements. 

Authorities should set a time limit for
records retention after the outcome of any
hearing or result of further action in
respect of a complaint is known. This
should be set in accordance with the
authority’s own file retention policy and in
accordance with the principles of data
protection. 

Authorities should keep details of cases in
a format that is easy to search by
complainant name, by member name, and
by authority where an authority is
responsible for parish and town councils.
Authorities may also want to search by
paragraph of the authority’s Code of
Conduct. 

Old cases may be relevant to future
complaints if they show a pattern of
behaviour. Authorities will also be able to
identify complaints about the same matter
that have already been considered by the
standards committee. 
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Authorities will need to consider records
management alongside the law on keeping
records of committees.

Confidentiality

As a matter of fairness and natural justice,
a member should usually be told who has
complained about them. However, there
may be instances where the complainant
asks for their identity to be withheld. Such
requests should only be granted in
exceptional circumstances and at the
discretion of the assessment
sub-committee. The assessment
sub-committee should consider the
request for confidentiality alongside the
substance of the complaint itself. 

Authorities should develop criteria by
which the assessment sub-committee will
consider requests for confidentiality. These
may include the following: 

� The complainant has reasonable
grounds for believing that they will be
at risk of physical harm if their identity
is disclosed.

� The complainant is an officer who
works closely with the subject member
and they are afraid of the
consequences to their employment or
of losing their job if their identity is
disclosed (this should be covered by
the authority’s whistle-blowing policy).

� The complainant suffers from a serious
health condition and there are medical
risks associated with their identity
being disclosed. In such

circumstances, standards committees
may wish to request medical evidence
of the complainant’s condition. 

In certain cases, such as allegations of
bullying, revealing the identity of the
complainant may be necessary for
investigation of the complaint. In such
cases the complainant may also be given
the option of requesting a withdrawal of
their complaint. 

When considering requests for
confidentiality, the assessment
sub-committee should also consider
whether it is possible to investigate the
complaint without making the
complainant’s identity known. 

If the assessment sub-committee decides
to refuse a request by a complainant for
confidentiality, it may wish to offer the
complainant the option to withdraw, rather
than proceed with their identity being
disclosed. In certain circumstances, the
public interest in proceeding with an
investigation may outweigh the
complainant’s wish to have their identity
withheld from the subject member. The
assessment sub-committee will need to
decide where the balance lies in the
particular circumstances of each complaint. 

Anonymous complaints

Authorities should publish a statement
setting out how complaints received
anonymously will be dealt with. The
assessment sub-committee may decide
that an anonymous complaint should only
be referred for investigation or some other
action if it includes documentary or
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photographic evidence indicating an
exceptionally serious or significant matter.
If so, this needs to be included in the
standards committee’s assessment
criteria.

Members with conflicts of interest

Note: this section does not deal with any
interests which may arise under the Code
of Conduct, which members must also
keep in mind and deal with as appropriate.

A member of the standards committee
who was involved in any of the following
decisions can be a member of the
committee that hears and determines the
complaint at the conclusion of an
investigation:

� the initial assessment decision

� a referral back for another assessment
decision

� a review of an assessment decision

The assessment decision relates only to
whether the complaint discloses
something that needs to be investigated or
referred for other action. It does not
determine whether the conduct took place
or whether it was a breach of the Code.
The standards committee hearing the case
will decide on the evidence before it as to
whether the Code has been breached and,
if so, if any sanction should apply. 

The assessment process must be
conducted with impartiality and fairness.
There may be cases where it would not be

appropriate for a member to be involved in
the process, even if not disqualified from
doing so by law. Any member who is a
complainant or one of the following should
not participate in the assessment process:

� anyone closely associated with
someone who is a complainant

� a potential witness or victim relating to
a complaint

In certain situations, a standards
committee member might initially be
involved with the initial assessment of a
case that is then referred to the Standards
Board for England or to the authority’s
monitoring officer. The case might then be
referred back to the standards committee
to consider again. In such circumstances,
the member may continue their
participation in the assessment process.

However, a standards committee member
who is involved at these assessment
stages of the process, either initially or
following a referral back from the
Standards Board or monitoring officer,
should not participate in the review of
that decision. 

Authorities should ensure that their
standards committee has sufficient
independent members, and parish or town
representatives where applicable, for the
framework to operate effectively. 
This should allow for circumstances where
members are unable to participate for
reasons of conflict of interest. 
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Officers with conflicts of interest

An officer who has previously advised a
subject member or who has advised the
complainant about the issues giving rise to
a complaint should consider whether they
can properly take part in the assessment
process. For example, a conflict of interest
could mean that the officer will not be 
able to:

� draft letters 
� prepare reports
� contact complainants 
� attend the final hearing of that

complaint 

The officer should also consider whether
they should stand aside due to their prior
involvement, which has been such that
others involved may view them as biased.
Officers should take legal advice if they
have any doubts. 

If the officer has taken part in supporting
the assessment or hearing process then
they should not be involved in the
investigation of that matter. This is so that
the officer can minimise the risk of conflicts
of interest that may arise and ensure
fairness for all parties. 

The monitoring officer should act as the
main adviser to the standards committee
unless the monitoring officer has an
interest in a matter that would prevent
them from performing the role
independently. 

If the monitoring officer is unable to take
part in the assessment process, their role

should be delegated to another
appropriate officer of the authority, such as
the deputy monitoring officer. Similarly, the
role of any other officer who is unable to
take part in the assessment process
should be taken by another officer. 

Smaller authorities may find it useful to
make reciprocal arrangements with
neighbouring authorities. This is to ensure
that an experienced officer is available to
deputise for the monitoring officer if they
are unable to take part in the assessment
process. 

Personal conflicts 

Members and officers should take care to
avoid any personal conflicts of interest
arising when participating in the
consideration of a complaint that a
member may have breached the Code of
Conduct. The provisions of the authority’s
Code relating to personal and prejudicial
interests apply to standards committee
members in meetings and hearings. 

Anyone who has a prejudicial interest or
who is involved with a complaint in any
way should not take part in the
assessment or review sub-committee.
Decisions made in an assessment or
review sub-committee should not be
influenced by anything outside the papers
and advice put before the members in that
committee. The members should not
discuss complaints with others who are not
members of the committee which deals
with the assessment or review.
Discussions between members should
only take place at official meetings. 
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Authorities should have clear guidelines in
place on when a member or officer should
not take part in the assessment of a
complaint because of personal interests.
These may include consideration of the
following:

� The complaint is likely to affect the
well-being or financial position of that
member or officer or the well-being or
financial position of a friend, family
member or person with whom they
have a close association.

� The member or officer is directly or
indirectly involved in the case 
in any way.

� A family member, friend or close
associate of the member or officer is
involved in the case.

� The member or officer has an interest
in any matter relating to the case. For
example, it concerns a member’s
failure to declare an interest in a
planning application in which the
member or officer has an interest. This
is despite the fact that the outcome of
any investigation or other action could
not affect the decision reached on the
application.

Complaints about members of more
than one authority

The introduction of the local assessment of
complaints may raise an issue relating to
what should happen if a complaint is made
against an individual who is a member of
more than one authority – often known as
a dual-hatted member.

In such cases, the member may have
failed to comply with more than one
authority’s Code of Conduct. For example,
an individual who is a member of a district
council and a police authority may be the
subject of complaints that they have
breached the Code of both authorities. 
As such, it would be possible for both the
assessment sub-committee of the district
council and the assessment
sub-committee of the police authority to
receive complaints against the member. 

Where a complaint is received about a
dual-hatted member, the monitoring officer
of the authority should check if a similar
allegation has been made to the other
authority, or authorities, on which the
member serves.

Decisions on which standards committee
should deal with a particular complaint
must then be taken by the standards
committees themselves, following
discussion with each other. They may take
advice as necessary from the Standards
Board for England. 

This will allow for a cooperative approach,
including sharing knowledge and
information about local circumstances, and
cooperation in carrying out investigations
to ensure resources are used effectively. 

Authorities should also consider whether
they need to establish a data sharing
protocol with other relevant authorities.
The government and the Information
Commissioner’s Office have produced
guidance on such protocols. Visit
www.ico.gov.uk for further details on the
work of the Information Commissioner.
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Welcome to Issue 38 of the Bulletin.

Local assessment has arrived. From 8 May 2008, the new,
more locally-based standards framework gives standards
committees responsibility for the initial assessment of all
allegations that a member of their authority may have breached
the Code of Conduct. It also gives them responsibility for any
subsequent investigations, decisions and sanctions. This is
except where cases cannot be handled locally because of their
seriousness, conflicts of interest or other public interest reasons.

Detailed regulations prescribe how the revised standards
framework will work in practice. We use this Bulletin to
summarise, in detail, the content of the Standards Committee
(England) Regulations 2008. I hope that you find this useful. 

As we set out in the last Bulletin, the Standards Board has been
working hard to produce comprehensive guidance on the new
standards framework. Now that the government has confirmed
the detail of the regulations, we are reviewing and completing
this guidance to make the transition to the new system as
smooth as possible for authorities. We have already published a
toolkit of template documents on our website to assist you with
the local assessment of complaints. We will publish our local
assessment guidance on the website by 8 May 2008. 

Finally, I am sad to say that this is my final Bulletin, as I retire as
Chief Executive of the Standards Board in June. My successor,
Glenys Stacey, started work in April and looks forward to
meeting as many of you as possible. I leave at an exciting time,
as the responsibility for upholding high standards of member
conduct moves to the heart of local government. I know that you
will rise to the challenge. I would like to thank all of you for your
commitment and hard work during my time at the Standards
Board. It has been a pleasure working with you and I wish you
every success in the operation of the new arrangements.

David Prince
Chief Executive



Standards Committee (England)
Regulations 2008: A summary

The following article summarises in detail the
content of the Standards Committee (England)
Regulations 2008.

Composition of standards committees

At least 25% of a standards committee must be
made up of independent members. No more than
one member of an authority’s standards
committee can be a member of the executive.
Where an authority must have parish
representatives it must now ensure that it has at
least two who are not also members of the
authority. Previously one was enough.

Appointments to standards committees

Normally, a person cannot be appointed as an
independent member of a standards committee
unless: 

� the appointment is approved by a majority of
the members of the authority

� the appointment is advertised in a local
newspaper circulating in the area 

� the person has submitted an application to
the authority

� the person has not been a member or officer
of the authority within the previous five years
and is not a relative or close friend of a
member or officer of the authority

The new regulations do not change this, but add
that advertisements can be placed in any other
publications or websites the authority considers
appropriate.

However, they do provide that a person who is an
independent member of one standards
committee may be appointed as an independent

member of another. This is unless they have
been a member or officer of it in the preceding
five years or are a relative or close friend of a
member or officer of that authority.

An independent member of another authority can
be appointed for a specific period of time.
Alternatively, they can be appointed to deal with
a particular allegation or set of allegations against
a member. The term of office of such an
independent member can then be fixed
accordingly.

An authority can adopt whatever procedures it
thinks fit to appoint such independent members
and members of parish councils. It must consider
the Standards Board for England’s standards
committee guidance, to be published in May,
when making these appointments.

Where a person who is appointed as an
independent person becomes a member or
officer of any authority, or becomes a relative of a
member or officer of that authority, they can no
longer be a member of the standards committee.

Sub-committees of standards committees

The standards committee of an authority must
appoint a sub-committee chaired by an
independent member to carry out initial
assessments of allegations. This is under Section
57A of the Local Government Act 2000.

It must also appoint a sub-committee chaired by
an independent member to carry out reviews
under Section 57B of the Local Government Act
2000. If the standards committee appoints a
sub-committee to hold hearings, that
sub-committee must be chaired by an
independent member. Nothing in the regulations
requires a sub-committee of a standards
committee to have fixed membership or
chairmanship.
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Validity of proceedings

For a meeting of the standards committee to be
valid at least three members must be present,
one of whom must be an independent member.
The independent member must chair the meeting.
For a meeting of a standards committee
sub-committee to be valid at least three members
of the standards committee must be present,
including normally at least one elected member
and one independent member. In either case, if
parish issues are being discussed, one of the
three members present must be a parish
representative. An independent member must
usually chair a sub-committee meeting.

No member who took part in the initial
assessment of an allegation can attend a
sub-committee meeting that is considering a
review of a decision to take no further action on a
matter. 

At least one parish or town council representative
must attend a standards committee meeting, or a
standards committee sub-committee meeting,
convened to consider a matter relating to a
member of a parish or town council.

Application of the Local Government Act 1972

The existing rules about publicity and access to
documents apply, except that initial assessment
hearings and reviews are excluded from the
scope of Part VA of the Local Government Act
1972. They are replaced with the following
requirements:

� After the meeting, the sub-committee must
produce a written summary. The written
summary must record the main points
considered, the conclusions reached and the
reasons for them. It must be prepared having
considered the Standards Board for
England’s standards committee guidance,
which is to be published in May. 

� The sub-committee may also give the name
of any member subject to allegations unless
such disclosure is not in the public interest or
would prejudice any investigation. The record
must be available for inspection by members
of the public at the offices of the authority for
six years after the meeting and must be given
to any parish or town council involved.

Written allegations

Standards committees must publish details of the
address or addresses that written allegations
should be sent to. Standards committees
themselves can choose how they do this. They
must also take reasonable steps to ensure that
the public are kept aware of address details and
that any changes to them are published promptly.

In addition, standards committees must publish
details of the procedures they will follow.

A standards committee must take account of
relevant guidance issued by the Standards Board
when complying with these obligations.

Modification of duty to provide written
summaries to members subject to allegations

Under Section 57C(2) of the Local Government
Act 2000, a standards committee must take
reasonable steps to give a written summary of
the complaint to the member subject to the
allegation. The new regulations provide that this
duty does not arise if the standards committee
decides that giving a written summary would be
contrary to the public interest. Standards
committees also need not provide a written
summary if it would prejudice any person’s ability
to investigate the allegation.

The standards committee must take account of
any guidance issued by the Standards Board
when reaching a decision. It may also consider
any advice received from the monitoring officer or
any ethical standards officer concerned.
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Once the monitoring officer or ethical standards
officer has advised the standards committee that
it would no longer be against the public interest
or prejudicial to any investigation, a written
summary must be provided. In any event this
must be done before any consideration by the
standards committee or sub-committee of a
report or recommendation from a monitoring
officer or ethical standards officer about that
allegation.

Modification of Section 63 of the Local
Government Act 2000

Section 63 of the Local Government Act 2000
has been modified so that the confidentiality
requirements in that section are applied to
information gathered by the monitoring officer in
the course of an investigation. The monitoring
officer can disclose this information if it is for the
purposes of carrying out their functions under the
legislation, or for enabling a standards
committee, a sub-committee or an appeals
tribunal to do so.

Referral of matters to a monitoring officer for
other action

There may be occasions where a matter is
referred to a monitoring officer by a
sub-committee of a standards committee or an
ethical standards officer, with a direction to take
steps other than carry out an investigation. The
sub-committee can only make such a referral
after consulting the monitoring officer. Other
action can include arranging training, conciliation
or anything else that appears appropriate.

The monitoring officer must submit a written
report to the sub-committee or ethical standards
officer within three months, giving details of what
action has been taken or is proposed to be taken.
If the standards committee is not satisfied with
the action specified in the report, it must give a
further direction to the monitoring officer. 

If the ethical standards officer concerned is not
satisfied with the action specified in the report,
they may ask the monitoring officer to publicise a
statement. This statement should be published in
at least one newspaper circulating in the area of
the authority concerned. This should give details
of the direction given by the ethical standards
officer, the reasons why the ethical standards
officer is dissatisfied with the action taken, and the
monitoring officer’s response to those reasons.

Referral of matters to a monitoring officer for
investigation

Where a matter is referred to the monitoring
officer for investigation, the monitoring officer
must inform the following parties that the matter
has been referred for investigation:

� any member subject to an allegation
� the person who made the allegation
� the standards committee of any other

authority concerned
� any parish or town council or other authority

concerned

The monitoring officer must also consider any
relevant guidance issued by the Standards
Board, and must comply with any relevant
direction given by it.

The monitoring officer can make enquiries of
anyone and require them to provide information
or explanations that the monitoring officer thinks
necessary. In addition, they may require any of
the authorities concerned to provide advice and
assistance as reasonably needed, and, except for
parish and town councils, to meet the reasonable
costs of doing so.

If any of the authorities concerned is a parish
council, the monitoring officer may require its
responsible authority to meet any reasonable
costs it incurs. The monitoring officer may also
require any of the authorities concerned to allow
reasonable access to documents they possess,
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which the monitoring officer may find necessary
to conduct the investigation.

Following an investigation, a monitoring officer
must make one of the following findings:

� Finding of failure – there has been a failure to
comply with the Code of Conduct of the
authority concerned or, as the case may be,
of any other authority concerned. 

� Finding of no failure – there has not been a
failure to comply with the Code of Conduct of
the authority concerned or, as the case may
be, of any other authority concerned. 

The monitoring officer must prepare a written
report concerning the investigation and findings.
They must then send that report to the member
subject to the allegation and refer the report to
the standards committee. The report can also be
sent to any other authority that the member
belongs to, if they request it. The monitoring
officer must refer the report to the standards
committee in instances where an investigation
report is sent to the monitoring officer by an
ethical standards officer.

References back from the monitoring officer

In cases referred to a monitoring officer for
investigation after an initial assessment, the
monitoring officer can refer that matter back to
the standards committee concerned if: 

1) as a result of new evidence or information,
the monitoring officer believes both of the
following:

� The matter is materially more or less
serious than may have seemed apparent
to the standards committee when it made
its decision on the initial allegation.

� The standards committee would have
made a different decision had it been

aware of that new evidence or
information.

2) the member subject to the allegation has
died, is seriously ill or has resigned from the
authority concerned, and the monitoring
officer believes that it is consequently no
longer appropriate to continue with an
investigation

If a matter is referred back to a sub-committee
under this regulation, the sub-committee must
make a decision as if the matter had been
referred to it for initial assessment. It can remove
the ability of the monitoring officer to refer the
matter back again.

Consideration of reports by standards
committee

Where a monitoring officer refers a report to the
standards committee of any authority, it must
consider that report and make one of the
following findings:

� Finding of acceptance – it accepts the
monitoring officer’s finding of no failure to
comply with the Code of Conduct.

� The matter should be considered at a hearing
of the standards committee.

� The matter should be referred to the
Adjudication Panel for England for
determination.

A standards committee can only refer a case to
the Adjudication Panel if: 

1) it decides that the action it could take against
the member would be insufficient were a
finding of failure to be made

2) the President or Deputy President of the
Adjudication Panel has agreed to accept the
referral
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The standards committee must give written
notice of a finding of acceptance to the parties
involved, as soon as possible after making it. It
must arrange for the decision to be published in
at least one local newspaper and, if the
committee deems it appropriate, on its website
and any other publication. If the member subject
to the allegation requests that the decision not be
published, then the standards committee must
not publish it anywhere. 

Hearings by a standards committee

A standards committee can conduct a hearing
using whatever procedures it considers
appropriate in the circumstances. But the meeting
must be conducted with regard to relevant
guidance issued by the Standards Board. 

The hearing must be held within three months of
the date of which the monitoring officer has
received a report referred by an ethical standards
officer or the date that the report is completed, if
it was prepared by the monitoring officer.

If it cannot be held within three months of the
above, it must be held as soon as possible
thereafter.

The hearing must not be held until at least 14
days after the date that the monitoring officer
sent the report to the member subject to the
allegation, unless the member concerned agrees
to the hearing being held earlier.

Any member who is the subject of a report being
considered by the standards committee must be
given the opportunity to present evidence and
make representations at the hearing orally.
Alternatively, they can make representations in
writing, personally or through a representative.
The representative can be a barrister, solicitor or,
with the consent of the standards committee,
anyone else.

A standards committee may arrange for
witnesses that it thinks appropriate to attend and
a member subject to an allegation may arrange
to call any number of witnesses. It may also
place a limit on the number of witnesses a
member calls if it believes that the number is
unreasonable.

If the member subject to the allegation fails to
attend a hearing, the standards committee may
make a decision in their absence. This is unless it
is satisfied that there is sufficient reason for the
member subject to the allegation failing to attend.
It may alternatively adjourn the hearing to
another date.

A standards committee may, at any stage prior to
the conclusion of the hearing, adjourn the hearing
and require the monitoring officer to seek further
information. Alternatively, it may require the
monitoring officer to carry out further investigation
on any point it specifies. However, the standards
committee cannot adjourn the hearing more 
than once.

If a standards committee receives a report from
an ethical standards officer, it may adjourn the
hearing at any stage before it concludes, and
refer it back to the ethical standards officer for
further investigation. It must set out its reasons
for doing this. 

The ethical standards officer must respond to the
request within 21 days and can accept or refuse
it. If the request is refused, the standards
committee must continue the hearing within three
months or as soon as possible thereafter.

Standards committee findings

Following a hearing, a standards committee will
make one of the following findings about the
member subject to the allegation:

� The person had not failed to comply with the
Code of Conduct. 
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� The person had failed to comply with the
Code of Conduct but that no action needs to
be taken.

� The person had failed to comply with the
Code of Conduct and that a sanction should
be imposed.

If the member subject to the allegation is no
longer a member of any authority, the committee
can only censure that person. Otherwise, it must
impose any one or a combination of the following
sanctions: 

� Censure.

� Restriction for up to a maximum of six months
of that member’s access to the premises
and/or resources of the authority. This is
provided that any such restrictions are
reasonable and proportionate to the nature of
the breach, and do not unduly restrict the
person’s ability to perform their functions as a
member.

� Partial suspension of that member for up to a
maximum of six months.

� Suspension of that member for up to a
maximum of six months.

� A requirement that the member submit a
written apology in a form specified by the
standards committee.

� A requirement that the member undertake
training as specified by the standards
committee.

� A requirement that the member undertake
conciliation as specified by the standards
committee.

� Partial suspension of the member for up to a
maximum of six months or until such time as
the member submits a written apology in a
form specified by the standards committee.

� Partial suspension of the member for up to a
maximum of six months or until such time as
the member undertakes any training or
conciliation specified by the standards
committee. 

� Suspension of the member for up to a
maximum of six months or until such time as
the member submits a written apology in a
form specified by the standards committee.

� Suspension of the member for up to a
maximum of six months or until such time as
that member undertakes such training or
conciliation as the standards committee
specifies.

Normally any sanction imposed must start
immediately following its imposition. However,
the standards committee can decide that any
sanction will start on any specified date up to six
months after the imposition of that sanction.

Notification of standards committee findings

The notification provisions under the new
regulations are similar to the ones under the
previous regulations. All interested parties,
including the Standards Board, should be notified
of a decision along with the reasons for it. The
standards committee must arrange for a notice to
be published in a local newspaper and, if the
committee thinks it appropriate, on its website and
any other publication. If the member concerned is
found not to have failed to comply with the Code
of Conduct, a summary must not be published
anywhere if the member so requests.

Where the standards committee finds that the
member has failed to comply with the Code, the
notice to the member concerned must include the
right to appeal in writing against the decision to the
President of the Adjudication Panel for England.

Appeals

The member who is the subject of a finding can
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ask for permission to appeal within 21 days of
receiving notification of the committee’s decision.
They can also apply for the suspension of any
sanction imposed until such time as any appeal is
decided.

Any appeal must specify whether the appeal is
against the finding or the sanction or both. It must
also specify:

� the grounds of the appeal
� whether any application for suspension of any

sanction is made
� whether the person consents to the appeal

being dealt with in writing only

The application for permission to appeal or to
suspend a sanction will be decided by the
President of the Adjudication Panel for England.
In the absence of the President this will be
decided by the Deputy President, unless they
consider that special circumstances render a
hearing desirable.

If permission is refused, or if a suspension of a
sanction is not granted, the notice given to the
member concerned will give the reasons.

The conduct of appeals, the composition of
appeals tribunals and the procedures to be
followed are essentially the same as under the
previous regulations.

Outcome of appeals

Where an appeals tribunal dismisses a standards
committee’s finding, the committee’s decision,
including any sanction imposed, will cease to
have effect from the date of the dismissal.

Where an appeals tribunal upholds the finding of
a standards committee that there has been a
breach of the Code of Conduct but that no
sanction should be imposed, it may confirm the
committee’s decision to impose no sanction.
Alternatively, it may impose any sanction which
was available to that standards committee.

Where an appeals tribunal upholds a standards
committee’s finding, or part of a finding, that there
has been a breach of the Code of Conduct, it
may confirm any sanction imposed by that
committee. Alternatively, it may substitute any
other sanction which was available to that
standards committee.

Normally any sanction imposed must start
immediately following its imposition by the
appeals tribunal. However, an appeals tribunal
can decide that any sanction imposed should
start on any specified date up to six months after
the imposition of that sanction. 

The appeals tribunal must arrange for a summary
of its decision to be published in one or more
newspapers circulating in the area of the
authorities concerned.

Complaints from the public 

As local authorities prepare to receive and
assess complaints about member conduct, we
are passing on our advice about dealing with
complaints from members of the public. Although
these formed the majority of the complaints we
received, the fact that most members of the
public are not specialists in local government, the
Code of Conduct or in making a complaint means
that they will need support. 

Our experience suggests that if members of the
public do not understand the process, including
the possible or likely outcomes if their complaint
is upheld, then they are more likely to be
unhappy about the outcomes of cases. 
Feedback we have received also suggests that
not all local authorities are making information
readily available on how to make a complaint. This
will be a statutory requirement from May this year. 

In short, our key recommendations based on our
experience of dealing with complaints from the
public are:
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� Complaint materials should be easily
available and the complaint process should
be made very clear from the start.

� Complaint materials and responses to
complaints need to be clear and concise.
They should explain exactly what can and
cannot be done, including an outline of the
powers available. 

� Complaint materials should assume
complainants are unfamiliar with how to make
a complaint, the Code of Conduct and the
authority’s complaint process. 

Update on the new local reporting
system

In the last issue of the Bulletin we provided a
brief overview of the new reporting mechanism
that monitoring officers will use to notify us about
local activity relating to the standards framework
each quarter. 

We aim to launch the system on 8 May 2008. To
ensure that it works well, we have recently
carried out some external testing. We advertised
for volunteers in the ACSeS (Association of
Council Secretaries and Solicitors) bulletin and
were delighted by the number of monitoring
officers who got in touch and expressed an
interest. 

Each volunteer was asked to submit a mock
quarterly return using real, but anonymised, case
information and to report back on their
experience. The exercise has proven invaluable
and the feedback has been encouraging. Aside
from some issues with speed that are being
attended to, monitoring officers have confirmed
that the system is easy to use and that the
questions being asked are clear and
understandable.
The next stage for us is to implement some of the
tweaks and improvements suggested by our
external testers and to compile a user guide to
accompany the system launch documentation.

All monitoring officers will be contacted via email
ahead of the introduction of the new system, with
information about how to log on and instructions
about how and when to submit their return.

In addition to the user guide, we plan to provide
telephone and email support to monitoring
officers who are making information returns. 
This will ensure that the process is as
uncomplicated and painless as possible.

Forthcoming event

The National Association of Local Councils
Conference 2008
Winter Gardens, Eastbourne
Tuesday 20 to Thursday 22 May 2008

At this year’s National Association of Local
Councils (NALC) event, we will have policy staff
on hand to answer your questions at exhibition
stand four. 

Our new Chief Executive Glenys Stacey, and
independent Board Member Councillor Shirley
Flint, will also be delivering a presentation and
answering questions.

Press toolkit

The Standards Board’s press office is preparing a
toolkit to help local authority press offices deal
with media interest in referrals, investigations and
hearings once the local framework comes into
effect.

It will include advice on how to publicise the
changes in the ethical framework, raise
awareness of standards committees' work, and
offer help on dealing with enquiries about
complaints and investigations reactively. The
toolkit will also include FAQs, guidelines,
templates for press releases and best practice
advice. The toolkit is currently being drafted in
light of the regulations, and will be issued directly
to local authority press offices.
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Referral and investigation statistics

The Standards Board for England received 3,624
allegations between 1 April 2007 and 31 March
2008, compared to 3,549 during the same period
in 2006-2007.

The following charts show referral and
investigation statistics during the above dates.

Local investigation statistics

For the period 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008,
ethical standards officers referred 291 cases for
local investigation, which is 55% of all cases
referred for investigation. Since 1 April 2007
there have been eight appeals to the Adjudication
Panel for England following standards committee
hearings. Since November 2004 we have
referred 1,097 cases for local investigation –
please see below for a statistical breakdown of
the cases that have been determined.
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Source of allegations received

Authority of subject member in allegations referred for

investigation

Allegations referred for investigation

Final findings

Standards committee determinations

Nature of allegations referred for investigation

Monitoring officers’ recommendations following

local investigations 

Standards committee hearings 

councillors (27%)
council officers (5%)

members of
public (67%)

other (1%)

not referred (86%)

referred (14%)

county council (4%)

district council (22%)

unitary council (10%)
London borough (4%)

metropolitan (9%)

parish/
town
council (50%)

other (1%)

bringing authority into
disrepute (11%)

other (28%)

disclosure of confidential 
information (2%)

prejudicial interest (25%)

failure to disclose a 
personal interest (11%)

failure to treat others with
respect (11%)
using position to confer or
secure an advantage or
disadvantage (12%)

no evidence of a breach (33%)

referred to monitoring officer
for local determination (5%)

no further 
action (58%)

referred to the Adjudication
Panel for England (4%)

no breach

breach

445 
reports

423
reports

no breach

breach

451
reports

361 
reports

no sanction – 104 

censure – 100

apology – 57

training – 102 

mediation – 3 

one-month suspension – 21

two-week suspension – 2 

six-week suspension – 7

two-month suspension – 16 

three-month suspension – 20  
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